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  UNIT TEST 7 

 SECTION A: GRAMMAR 
 1 Choose the correct options to complete the text. 
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    2 Complete the sentences with the correct 
conditional forms. 

 1 You’re in trouble because you didn’t listen to her 
warnings. 

  If you                          to her warnings, 
you                          in trouble now. 

 2 They didn’t tell her they were going to promote her, 
so she left. 

  She                        if they 
                       her they were going to 
promote her. 

 3 You need to improve your Spanish in order to study 
in Spain. 

  You                        study in Spain if you   
                        your Spanish. 

 4 We want to take a trip to Australia, but we don’t 
have the money. 

  If we                        the money, we                   
                       a trip to Australia. 

 5 You must tell the boss the truth because he tends to 
sack people for telling lies. 

  If you                        the boss the truth, 
he                          you. 

 6 Freezing water turns it into ice. 
  If you                        water, it

                       ice.  
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SE CTION B: VOCABULARY 
 3 Complete the sentences. Write one word in 
each gap. 

 1 I’m sorry, I can’t help you. I’m really busy. I’ve got 
my hands         with this new project. 

 2 My mother hates having         on her 
hands. She can’t bear to be doing nothing. 

 3 You can trust him with your new car. It’s in a(n)         
        pair of hands. 

 4 Her father can         his hand to anything. 
He is very talented and does many different things. 

 5 Jeremy is         hand to help you if you 
encounter any diffi culties. 

 6 He couldn’t do anything to help her because his 
hands were           by company policy. 

 7 Can you         me a hand? I can’t manage 
this on my own. 
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  4 Choose the correct option (a, b, c or d) to complete 
the sentences. 

 1 There is a considerable     of evidence to prove 
his theory.  

  a deal  c number  
b amount d variety 

 2 A slight     of the population want the 
government to make these changes. 

  a proportion c majority
b number d quantity 

 3 A     of people have sent in complaints about 
the college cafeteria. 

  a bunch c deal 
b quantity d pair 

 4 There are a     of things I want to discuss with 
you. Have you got time now? 

  a proportion c majority
b couple d pair 

 5 There has been a     deal of discussion about his 
suitability for the post. 

  a considerable  c great 
b signifi cant d wide  
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1All of / All / Several us are capable of having ideas, 
but only a 2little / few / lot of us will come up with 
ideas that can change the world. So, in what way 
are these ‘ideas’ people different from the rest of us? 
3Many / Both / Most experts have tried to fi nd the 
answer to that question. Current research now 
suggests that it is a combination of 4some / all / 
several traits, behaviours and social factors in one 
individual that contribute to the creativity inspired 
in that individual. There are 5some / no / most 
identifi able characteristics which 6every / all / a lot 
creative thinkers will have. For example, the 
creative thinker is someone who is curious about 
7either / every / all experience they have and who 
wants to know how 8some / each / few component 
of that experience works and why. They also tend 
to spend quite 9a little / much / a lot of time 
daydreaming and appearing to be doing nothing. 
These are the children that teachers often think 
aren’t paying attention in class. 
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5  Find and correct the spelling mistakes in the 
sentences. If there is no spelling mistake in a sentence, 
put a tick (  ) on the line. 

 1 There have been some very interesting analysis by 
different people of the current situation.
                                    

 2 These phenomenon are not unusual. They can 
occur around the world.
                                    

 3 What are the main criteria for changing the 
procedure?
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 SEC   TION C: INTEGRATED SKILLS 
 6 Complete the conversation with phrases a–g. 
You do not need all the phrases. 

 a I think there’ll be some real problems. 
 b Actually, it may not cost as much as you think. 
 c I just don’t think the canteen idea’s feasible. 
 d I think this sounds like a great idea.  
 e Will it really work if 
 f I’m not too keen on this idea.  
 g I think that’s a better suggestion  

  A:  We’re talking about improving facilities for our staff 
and we’ve come up with some ideas. The first one is 
providing a gym for staff to keep fit and healthy. 

  B:   1     I don’t have time to go to the gym after 
work, but if there was one here, I could use it during 
my lunch break. 

  C:   2               
  A:  Why not? 
  C:   3      And  it’ll cost a lot. 
  B:  I’ve been doing some research here and it comes 

out cheaper than some of the other options we’re 
thinking about. 

  C:  Such as? 
  B:  Well, the plan to provide a canteen offering healthy 

food. 
  C:   4     than the gym, actually. Many people don’t 

like exercising, but everyone needs to eat. 
  B:   5     It’s going to be very expensive to run and 

we’ve got to get people in to run it, whereas the 
gym won’t need anyone. 

  C:  You’ll have to have someone there to make sure 
people are using the equipment correctly. 

  A:  Right, let’s move on to the next idea …  
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7  Read the text and select fi ve true statements. 

     a The BIOME was created for a specifi c event.  
 b Tests at the Los Angeles Auto Show 

demonstrated how well it drove.  
  c Everything about the BIOME is organic. 
  d The material to make the car all came 

from plants.  
 e The car runs on a mixture of air and water.  
 f BioNectar 4534 was developed from trees.  
 g Mercedes Benz have come up with a way of 

getting fuel for the car from trees.  
 h Mercedes Benz plan to plant thousands of trees.  
 i The cars can be made to suit any individual taste.  
 j The BIOME can be safely disposed of when no 

longer wanted. 
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 Total:        /40 0 

   

BIOME concept car
Back in 2010, Mercedes Benz produced a concept car 
for the Design Los Angeles conference during the last 
week of the Los Angeles Auto Show. The BIOME was a 
car which � ipped traditional design and manufacturing 
concepts on their heads. Mercedes Benz, the creators 
of the � rst motor car, wanted to demonstrate that 
the company was still at the forefront of innovation. 
They unveiled their vision of a perfect vehicle for the 
future, a car which was inspired by, and in symbiosis 
with, nature. It was described as a fully imagined car 
for the future, being organically grown in a laboratory 
rather than made from heavy metal on a production 
line. The idea was to use DNA from bone material to 
grow an ultralight bio-� bre which is stronger than 
steel and which can be harvested and knitted together 
to form the car. The car is, in fact, grown from six 
seeds in total: four for the wheels and one each for 
the frame and the shell.

The BIOME runs o�  sunlight or solar energy and emits 
pure oxygen, so not only will it reduce air pollution, 
but it could also counteract the pollution already in 
our cities. It is powered by BioNectar 4534, which 
is stored in the bio-� bre of the body of the chassis, 
interior and wheels. The company has also developed 
a technology to equip trees with special receptors 
to collect excess solar energy and turn it into the 
bio-fuel. An additional environmental bene� t of this 
is that it would encourage people to plant more trees. 
Furthermore, using this method of production or 
growing means that cars can be genetically engineered 
to truly re� ect the personalities and wishes of their 
owners. And the best thing about it is that when you 
are fed up with your car, it is totally biodegradable, 
so no longer will there be mountains of scrap metal 
littering our landscapes.


